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A year ago Cons: Fixing this system and the user is something a repair guy can do in a few minutes. Date published:
2019-10-15 Rated 3 out of 5 by Anonymous from Nice VIRUS PATTERNING， not the best， but better than
nothing. This is a b0rked.ZIP that contains ZIP! Error and it corrupts my computer and puts my hard disk to the
trash. I did not know this virus was inside a ZIP archive. Date published: 2018-11-19 Rated 2 out of 5 by
Anonymous from You may not be infected but the tool you are using is a scam. It must have taken them a long time
to perfect this tool. To me, it is a piece of garbage. Date published: 2017-11-20 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous
from I use VirSCAN every day! It is my first choice to check my system for viruses. I think it is easy to use and
quick to do a scan. I do have some reservations about the number of false positives VirSCAN reports but I have
come to accept that they are just part of the process. You can't be too careful. I try to keep up with the latest updates
as they become available. Date published: 2017-11-14 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous from Ever since i got my
laptop, i use Virscan. It is always informing me that my computer is infected, because the virus never ends..how do i
find out for sure? I have uTorrent, enigma and mac update, etc...is this a problem? Date published: 2017-11-12
Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous from Very user friendly. You can take a look on the report at that time. Date
published: 2017-11-12 Rated 2 out of 5 by Anonymous from I tried to use this program but after many virus that
this tool says that my computer is infected. This is the first time that I use a virus detecting program, and now I don't
trust my computer. I don't use this program anymore. Date published: 2017-11-12 Rated 5 out of 5 by Anonymous
from With VirSCAN, a lot of work has been made to make it more useful 4bc0debe42
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